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Please send this on to Kermit, Henry and Bill. My e-mail is even moreproblematical than usual. I know that our 

meeting this week is already overbooked but I have someitems that I think need to be addressed. I'm not sure 

the board is up to speedon some of these issues. 1. There are still a number of loose ends that need to be tied: 

LBJ Library,JFK Library, NSA (surely there are more records) and those places in the CIAwhere there are not 

supposed to be anymore records. NSA and CIA, in particular,will need "help" in their compliance and we need 

the time to look at therecords. 2. We need a quick update on depositions and what has been learned. Are 

thepertinent Miller files valuable? Do we have any need to decide whether or notsome of these files are 

assassination files? 3. When records other than the sequestered files are evaluated, we probablyneed to see 

the yellow ones- maybe even a few green. We have new people inplace who did not participate in our earlier 

discussions and are mostly attunedto the rules surrounding the sequestered files. 4. This extra year was 

supposed to be for the completion of agency records.It is my personal opinion that investigations of the bullet, 

autopsy recordsand depositions should begin winding down and come to an end between Thanks-giving and 

the first of the year. I think Jan-Oct should be spent on recordsand the final report. We've been at this a long 

time and I think our weariness is beginning toshow. Everyone knows I had little enthusiasm for another year, 

but next Oct.we have to sign our names to a report. I get an uneasy feeling when I begin tofeel that I am losing 

touch. You have done your best and I'm sure Jeremy willalso try to keep us informed. But we have to be 

available, ask questions keepin touch with record decisions if we want to do this right. If not at this meeting 

than at the next, I think we should take time todiscuss completion of projects and priorities for the next year. 

Anna
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